Design Assumptions

Proposing teams should clearly identify their assumptions and provide rationale to
support them. Below are some recommended assumptions, but teams can adjust
them if a good rationale to do so is provided.
The payload should be targeted for a 2023 launch date
Any surface delivery to the moon will likely contain multiple payloads
It is expected that landers developed for use through the CLPS contract will
provide the capability to fly over a PSR and land within 100 meters of the rim of
the crater that is in permanent shadow where water ice has accumulated
Minimize mass!
For more information on the 2020 BIG Idea Proposal Categories, including design
requirements and guidelines, please visit http://bigidea.nianet.org.

Proposed designs must consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Value
Mobility
Communications capability to transmit the data to Earth
Power needed to gather and transmit the data
Environments in a lunar PSR
Readiness to support a near term lunar mission

All BIG Idea projects should give special attention to:

• Innovative design
• Potential Stakeholders/Funders (i.e. Exploration, Science, Commercial)
• Use of technologies that could be ready for use on the Moon in the early
2020's
• Effective packaging for launch and Moon landing
• Credible fabrication and material selection
• Creative low-cost operational approaches
• The design package must include a Concept of Operations (ConOps)
that clearly describes the complete lifecycle, including all design
assumptions and address fabrication, transport, deployment, and
operations.

Award Funding for Finalist Teams
A wide range of award sizes is expected (in the range of $50,000 $180,000), depending on the scope of the work proposed. Each team
will submit a detailed and realistic budget in their proposals, not to
exceed $180K. We anticipate funding several larger-scope awards
(typically $125-$180K) and several smaller-scope awards
(typically $50K - $124K). Proposers are encouraged to request what
is actually needed to conduct the proposed work.
BIG Idea Challenge Funding is to be used for full-participation in the
competition, including (but not limited to) the purchase of hardware/
software, creation of analog testing environment, stipends for student
research that directly supports the proposed activity, and travel to the
culminating design review (2020 BIG Idea Forum).

For more information on the 2020 BIG Idea Challenge,
including design requirements and guidelines, visit

http://BIGidea.nianet.org

Breakthrough, Innovative & Game-changing Idea Challenge

Important Dates
Notice of Intent Deadline: September 27, 2019
Proposal andVideo Deadline: January 16, 2020
Selection Notifications: February 14, 2020
Mid-Project Review Deadline: May 12, 2020
Technical Paper Deadline: September 17, 2020
2020 BIG Idea Forum: October 6 – 8, 2020

Eligibility

The 2020 BIG Idea Challenge is open to teams of
undergraduate and graduate students at accredited
U.S.-based colleges and universities oƥcially
aƥliated with their state’s Space Grant Consortium.
Non-Space Grant aƥliated universities may partner
with a lead Space Grant University; however, the
Space-Grant aƥliated university must submit the
proposal on behalf of the team. Teams must contain
a minimum of 5 U.S.6citizen students and are limited
to a maximum of 20 students total. Please see the BIG
Idea website for full eligibility requirements.
The Game Changing Development Program is a part
of NASA’s Space Technology Mission Directorate,
advancing space technologies that may lead to
entirely new approaches for the Agency’s future
space missions and provide solutions to signiƤcant
national needs.
gameon.nasa.gov

The 2020 BIG Idea Challenge is a sponsored by NASA
through a unique collaboration between the Space
Technology Mission Directorate (Game Changing
Development Program) and the Oƥce of STEM
Engagement (Space Grant Consortium), and is
managed by the National Institute of Aerospace (NIA).

